In the zebrafish segmentation clock, hairy/enhancer of split-related genes her1, her7, and hes6 encodes components of core oscillators. Since the expression of cyclic genes proceeds rapidly in the presomitic mesoderm (PSM), these hairy-related mRNAs are subject to strict post-transcriptional regulation. In this study, we demonstrate that inhibition of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex lengthens poly(A) tails of hairy-related mRNAs and increases the amount of these mRNAs, which is accompanied by defective somite segmentation. In transgenic embryos, we show that EGFP mRNAs with 3 0 UTRs of hairy-related genes exhibit turnover similar to endogenous mRNAs. Our results suggest that turnover rates of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs are differently regulated by the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex possibly through their 3 0 UTRs in the zebrafish PSM.
In the zebrafish segmentation clock, hairy/enhancer of split-related genes her1, her7, and hes6 encodes components of core oscillators. Since the expression of cyclic genes proceeds rapidly in the presomitic mesoderm (PSM), these hairy-related mRNAs are subject to strict post-transcriptional regulation. In this study, we demonstrate that inhibition of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex lengthens poly(A) tails of hairy-related mRNAs and increases the amount of these mRNAs, which is accompanied by defective somite segmentation. In transgenic embryos, we show that EGFP mRNAs with 3 0 UTRs of hairy-related genes exhibit turnover similar to endogenous mRNAs. Our results suggest that turnover rates of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs are differently regulated by the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex possibly through their 3 0 UTRs in the zebrafish PSM.
Keywords: 3 0 UTR; deadenylation; decapping; mRNA decay; somite segmentation; zebrafish The metameric pattern of the vertebrate body is derived from somites, which are generated as reiterated epithelial structures along the anterior-posterior axis during embryogenesis. With a regular spatiotemporal interval, the formation of somites proceeds by segmentation of the anterior region of the undifferentiated presomitic mesoderm (PSM). The periodicity of somite formation is regulated by an internal genetic oscillator, named the segmentation clock [1] [2] [3] . In individual cells of the PSM, certain genes termed cyclic genes exhibit autonomous oscillatory expression. Synchronization of cyclic gene expression through the Delta-Notch signaling pathway generates a wave of gene expression that sweeps anteriorly across the PSM in the fashion of a traveling wave. Since the periodicity of oscillatory expression of cyclic genes in the PSM corresponds to the periodic cycle of somite formation, the segmentation clock provides a temporal cue to generate repeated structures of somites.
Genetic studies and mathematical models have indicated that the negative feedback loop of transcription factors with a delayed timing including the transcriptional and translational regulations is the central mechanism underlying the periodicity of the segmentation clock [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Hairy/enhancer of split (Hes or Her) proteins, which are basic helix-loop-helix transcriptional repressors, function as a core oscillator of the segmentation clock to negatively repress their own transcription [9] . In mice, the expression of Hes7 in the PSM is directly upregulated by Notch signaling, and translated Hes7 proteins bind to its promoter region and repress transcription, leading to oscillatory expression in the Abbreviations eef1a1l1, eukaryotic elongation factor 1-alpha 1 like 1; PSM, presomitic mesoderm; WT, wild-type.
PSM [4, 10] . In a fashion similar to that of mouse Hes7, zebrafish her1, and her7, which are located in tandem on the same chromosome, exhibit cyclic expression in the PSM [7, [11] [12] [13] . In the zebrafish, another hairyrelated gene, hes6, which exhibits a static posterior-anterior expression gradient in the PSM, participates in the components of oscillators [14] . Cyclic expression of her1 and her7 is accomplished by a negative feedback loop in which the Her1 homodimer and Her7-Hes6 heterodimer mainly repress the transcription of her1 and her7 in the zebrafish [8, 15] .
Oscillatory expression of cyclic genes in the PSM proceeds rapidly (30 min in the zebrafish). Thus, the turnover of these mRNAs should be properly regulated to erase the transcribed genetic information from the cells. Several previous studies demonstrated important roles of the 5 0 UTR and 3 0 UTR of cyclic genes in the mRNA half-life in the mouse, chicken, Xenopus, and zebrafish [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, the molecular mechanisms underlying the rapid clearance of cyclic mRNAs still remain largely unknown in zebrafish.
In eukaryotes, the mRNA decay plays a key role in the proper control of gene expression. In general, mRNA decay has been thought to be initiated by shortening of the poly(A) tail from the 3 0 end (deadenylation), the removal of 5 0 -cap structure at the 5 0 end (decapping), and the exonucleolytic digestion of mRNA body [21, 22] . Recent genome-wide analysis revealed that maternally deposited mRNAs are differently removed by deadenylation and decappaing in zebrafish embryos [23] .
In this study, we compared the functional contributions of deadenylation and decapping to the mRNA instability of three hairy-related genes, her1, her7, and hes6, in the zebrafish segmentation clock. Our results highlight that the shortening of poly(A) tails of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs by the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex, in comparison to the removal of 5 0 -cap structure by Dcp2 decapping enzyme, plays a more important role in the generation of periodic expression of cyclic genes in the zebrafish segmentation clock.
Materials and methods

Zebrafish husbandry
Wild-type zebrafish (Riken WT; RW) were maintained at 27°C with a 14-h light/10-h dark cycle and used with ethical approval from the Committee for Animal Care and Use of Saitama University. Embryos were collected from the natural spawning of WT fish or transgenic fish. Embryonic stages were determined based on the morphological features as described previously [24] .
PAT assay
The PAT assay was carried out as described previously [25] . The sequences of primers used in the PAT assay are listed in Table S1 . The antisense+universal primers for her7 (PAT-her7-3 0 UTR-universal-as) and hes6 (PAT-hes6- 
Isolation of transgenic fish
Three transgenic lines possessing a PSM-specific hes6 enhancer and hsp70l promoter-driven EGFP gene fused to the 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6, Tg(hes6:EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR), Tg(hes6:EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR), and Tg(hes6:
EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR), were used. Tg(hes6:EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR) was isolated in our previous study [26] . For the generation of Tg(hes6:EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR) and Tg(hes6:
EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR), a Tol2 transposon system was used [27] . In brief, pTol2-hes6 enhancer-hsp70l promoter-EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR and pTol2-hes6 enhancer-hsp70l promoter-EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR plasmids were constructed by replacing the DNA fragment corresponding to the hes6 3 0 UTR in the pTol2-hes6 enhancer-hsp70 l promoter-EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR, which was used for the generation of Tg(hes6:EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR) [26] , with a DNA fragment corresponding to the her1 3 0 UTR and her7 3 0 UTR, respectively. Subsequently, each pTol2-based EGFP reporter plasmid (10 ng/lL) was co-injected into fertilized embryos with Tol2 transposase mRNA (25 ng/lL) and the injected embryos were raised to adulthood. By crossing the potential fonder F0 fish with WT fish, F1 embryos that showed specific fluorescence expression were isolated.
Microinjection into zebrafish embryos
Capped mRNA was synthesized from linearized pCS2+MT plasmids by in vitro transcription with mMessage mMachine Sp6 kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Under the stereo microscope, mRNA was injected into the blastomeres of the fertilized embryos at the 1-2-cell stage. For each injection of mRNA, at least three independent experiments were conducted.
Whole-mount in situ hybridization
Digoxigenin-labeled antisense RNA probe was synthesized with DIG RNA Labeling Mix (Roche Diagnostic, Mannheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as described previously [28, 29] .
Quantitative PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from the embryos at the appropriate stage by ISOGEN (Nippon gene, Japan). cDNA was synthesized from 500 ng of total RNA by random hexamer and oligo-dT primers using the PrimeScript RT reagent kit with gDNA eraser (Takara). qPCR was carried out in triplicate with Thunderbird SYBR qPCR mix (Toyobo, Japan) on a StepOne plus Real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). For each qPCR analysis, at least three independent experiments were performed. Relative fold levels were calculated using the 2(DDCt) method [30] . For the evaluation of EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR, EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR, and EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR mRNAs, relative abundance was normalized to the amount of elongation factor, eef1al1. For her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs, relative abundance was normalized to the amount of actin-beta2. For her1, her7, and hes6 nascent RNAs, relative abundance was normalized to the amount of eef1al1. Specificity of the qPCR amplification was confirmed using melting curve analysis. The sequences of primers used in qPCR for her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs are shown in Table S2 . The sequences of EGFP primers used in qPCR analysis for EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR, EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR, and EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR mRNAs are shown in Table S2 . The primers for her1, her7, and hes6 nascent RNA were used as described previously [31] .
Measurement of the distributions of EGFP-3 0 UTR mRNAs in the PSM
After in situ staining with an EGFP antisense probe, deyolked embryos at the 10-12-somite stage were flat mounted on a glass side and photographed by a fluorescent stereo microscope (Leica MZ FLIII, Germany) with a digital camera (Leica DFC350F). Signal intensities subtracted to the background signal were analyzed with IMAGEJ software. The distance between the anterior limit and posterior end of distributions of EGFP mRNAs in the PSM and tailbud was determined by a signal intensity plot.
Heat-shock treatment of transgenic embryos
Heat-shock treatment of transgenic embryos at the 10-12-somite stage was performed at 37°C for 30 min. After the heat-shock treatments, embryos were transferred to fresh water at 28.5°C and incubated until use. For qPCR analysis, total RNA was extracted with ISOGEN (Nippon Gene) from the embryos at 0, 30, 60, and 90 min after the heat-shock.
Results
Distinct poly(A) tail lengths of zebrafish her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs at the 12-15-somite stage
In order to investigate the turnover of mRNAs encoding the components of oscillators in the zebrafish segmentation clock, we first examined the poly(A) tail lengths of hairy-related her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs. The poly(A) tail lengths of these mRNAs at the 12-15-somite stage were compared by using a poly(G/I) tailing-based PAT assay (Fig. 1A) , by which the distribution of the poly(A) tail length can be estimated using PCR [25, 32] . The results of the PAT assay showed that the poly(A) tails of her1 and her7 mRNAs were confined to be short (Fig. 1B) , consistent with the dynamic oscillatory expression of her1 and her7 in the PSM [7, [11] [12] [13] . In contrast, hes6, which is statically expressed in a gradient fashion along the PSM [14] , had a broad range of poly(A) tail lengths (Fig. 1B) . To quantitatively determine the lengths of these poly(A) tails, the sequences of PCR products obtained by the PAT assay were analyzed. Consistent with the observations by the PAT assay, we found that the poly(A) tails of her1 and her7 mRNAs were both short; however, the poly(A) tails of her7 mRNAs (mean = 9.9, median = 4.5, n = 22) were slightly shorter than those of her1 mRNAs (mean = 14.4, median = 7.0, n = 23; Fig. 1C ). Although her1 and her7 are tandem duplicated genes and thought to be regulated by the common cis-regulatory DNA elements in their intergenic region [11, 33, 34] , more persistent distribution of her1 mRNAs than that of her7 mRNAs was observed in the PSM [7] . Our results suggest that differences in expression patterns of her1 and her7 are due to different mRNA instability. In contrast to her1 and her7 mRNAs, hes6 mRNAs showed a diverse distribution of polyadenylation (mean = 31.2, median = 29.3, n = 39; Fig. 1C ). At the 12-15-somite stage when we analyzed, the expression of these hairy-related genes is restricted to the PSM and tailbud where the segmentation clock operates [7, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Thus, our data represent the characteristics of poly(A) tail lengths of these hairy-related mRNAs in the zebrafish segmentation clock. Furthermore, given that the median value of average poly(A) tail lengths of protein-coding genes at the early gastrula stage of zebrafish embryos (6 hpf) is 58.9 as revealed by global poly(A) profiling [35] , our PAT assay demonstrated that her1 and her7 can be categorized as short poly(A) tailed genes. Since the length of the poly(A) tail is a critical determinant of mRNA stability [21, 22] , our data also imply that the turnover of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs is differently regulated in the zebrafish segmentation clock.
Functional inhibition of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex increases the poly(A) tail lengths and turnover rates of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs in zebrafish embryos
We showed that zebrafish hairy-related mRNAs in the PSM possess relatively short poly(A) tails. These features might be mediated by poor polyadenylation or accelerated deadenylation. To clarify these possibilities, we overexpressed mRNA encoding a dominant negative form of CNOT7 (CNOT7-DN) that can interfere with the function of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex in zebrafish embryos [25, 36] . Injection of cnot7-DN mRNA into zebrafish embryos clearly lengthened the poly(A) tails of her1 and her7 mRNAs in comparison with those in EGFP mRNA-injected embryos at the 12-15-somite stage ( Fig. 2A,B) . The poly(A) tail length of eukaryotic elongation factor 1 alpha 1 like 1 (eef1a1l1) mRNA, which is expected to be stable, was not dramatically altered by cnot7-DN; there was a slight elongation in the poly(A) tail length, but the broad distribution observed in EGFP mRNA-injected embryos was maintained (Fig. 2D) . In contrast, hes6 mRNAs possessing a broad range of poly(A) tails were converged to long poly(A) tails by the inhibition of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase (Fig. 2C) . In cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos, the lengths of poly(A) tails of these hairy-related mRNAs appeared similar distributions ( Fig. 2A-C) . These results suggest that the polyadenylation of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs occurs homogenously in the nucleus, and after translocation to the cytoplasm, the poly(A) tails of these mRNAs undergo deadenylation at different rates by the cytoplasmic CCR4-NOT deadenylase.
To examine whether lengthening of the poly(A) tails increases the amounts of these mRNAs by the upregulation of mRNA stability, we performed quantitative PCR analysis. By comparing the relative amounts of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs in EGFP mRNA-and cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos, the functional interference of CCR4-NOT deadenylase resulted in a ca. 2-3-fold increase at the 12-15-somite stage (Fig. 2E) . To examine whether the increased amounts of hairy-related mRNAs are caused by transcriptional upregulation, we compared the relative amounts of her1, her7, and hes6 nascent transcripts in EGFP mRNA-and cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos by qPCR using primers specific to their introns. We found that transcription levels of her1and her7 were slightly downregulated (Fig. S1) . Expression of hes6 de novo RNA was not dramatically influenced by the inhibition of CCR4-NOT deadenylase (Fig. S1) . Thus, the functional inhibition of CCR4-NOT deadenylase does not Results of the PAT assay for her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs at the 12-15-somite stage. To confirm the results, experiments were repeated several times by using total RNAs derived from independent WT embryos. (C) Box plots show the distributions of the numbers of poly(A) tails of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs. By using the PAT assay, PCR products containing poly(A) tails were isolated and the number of adenylate residues of the poly(A) tail was determined by DNA sequencing. Box plot percentiles are line, median; box, 25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers, 0th-25th and 75th-100th percentiles.
activate the transcription of her1, her7, and hes6, but rather increases the mRNA stability of these hairyrelated genes. Therefore, our results suggest that CCR4-NOT complex-mediated shortening of poly(A) tails contributes to the different instability of these hairy-related mRNAs in zebrafish embryos.
Defective somite segmentation by the inhibition of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex in zebrafish embryos
We next examined whether the functional inhibition of the CCR4-NOT deadenylase influences somite segmentation in zebrafish embryos. In EGFP mRNA-injected embryos, apparent morphological defects were not observed at the 10-12-somite stage ( Fig. 3A ; Table S3 ). However, the segmentation of somites was severely affected in cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos, although other morphological abnormalities such as impaired elongation of the embryonic body and cell death in the brain region were seen ( Fig. 3A ; Table S3 ). The defective somite segmentation in cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos was reinforced by examining the expression patterns of somite polarity genes. Whole-mount in situ hybridization revealed that the expression of tbx18, which is normally restricted to the rostral region of somites, was significantly reduced and its polarized expression was scattered in cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos ( Fig. 3B ; n = 16/17). By contrast, the expression of uncx4.1, which is normally confined to the caudal region of somites, was expanded rostrally ( Fig. 3B ; n = 10/10), indicating the disturbance of somite polarity in cnot7-DN mRNAinjected embryos. In zebrafish, her1 and her7 were periodically expressed in the PSM of EGFP mRNAinjected embryos ( Fig. 3C ; n = 10/10), as was observed in WT [7, 12, 13, 37] . However, in cnot7-DN mRNAinjected embryos, periodical expression patterns of her1 and her7 were diminished and instead, accumulation of these mRNAs was observed in the PSM ( Fig. 3C ; her1 n = 8/8, her7 n = 8/8), possibly due to increased mRNA stability. Also, the expression of hes6 was upregulated in cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos in comparison with that in control embryos , and hes6 (C) mRNAs between EGFP mRNA-and cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos. As a control, the poly(A) tail lengths of eef1a1l1 (D), which is expected to be a stable mRNA, were also examined. EGFP or cnot7-DN mRNA at the concentration of 200 ng/lL was injected into the blastomeres of fertilized embryos. At the 12-15-somite stage, total RNA was extracted from the injected embryos and used for the PAT assay. The position of A0 represents the length of PCR product (À) as shown in Fig. 1B . (E) Quantitative PCR analysis to compare the relative amounts of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs between EGFP mRNA-and cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos. Each mRNA was injected at the concentration of 200 ng/lL into the blastomeres of embryos at the 1-2-cell stage. At the 12-15-somite stage, total RNA was extracted and subjected to qPCR analysis. At least three independent experiments were performed and similar results were obtained. Error bars represent standard deviation. The differences between EGFP mRNA-and cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos were statistically evaluated by student's t-test. *P < 0.05.
( Fig. 3C ; n = 12/12). In previous studies, ubiquitous overexpression of her1 or her7 mRNAs was shown to cause severe defects of somite segmentation in zebrafish [19, 38] , suggesting the possibility that the increased stability of her1 and her7 mRNAs in cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos leads to the defectivesomite segmentation. Furthermore, the expression of mesp-ba, which plays an important role to confer the anterior polarity of somite primordium [13] , exhibited "salt and pepper" or mosaic patterns in cnot7-DN mRNA-injected embryos (Fig. 3D n = 9/12 ), which is a typical phenotype caused by abnormal functions of the segmentation clock in zebrafish [13, 14] . These results suggest that CCR4-NOT complex-mediated deadenylation of mRNAs in the PSM is required for the somite segmentation and the cyclic expression of her1 and her7. The removal of 5 0 cap structure of mRNA also plays a critical role in the degradation of eukaryotic mRNA from 5 0 end. To examine whether the functional interferences of decapping may affect the somite segmentation as was observed in cnot7-DN mRNAinjected embryos, we overexpressed mRNA encoding a dominant negative form of the decapping enzyme, Dcp2 (Dcp2-DN), which has been shown to increase the stability of maternal RNAs in zebrafish [23] . Although the injection of dcp2-DN mRNA perturbed the embryogenesis at 24 hpf as described previously [23] , we did not observe any defective segmentation of the somites in dcp2-DN mRNA-injected embryos , and hes6 in EGFP mRNA-and dcp2-DN mRNAinjected embryos at the 10-12-somite stage. In B, C, and F, the species were flat mounted on a slide glass after the removal of yolk. Dorsal view and anterior is to the top. Scale bars represent 100 lm.
( Fig. 3E; Table S4 ). Consistently, the oscillatory expression patterns of her1 and her7 were apparent in dcp2-DN mRNA-injected embryos (Fig. 3F) . These results suggest that the deadenylation by the CCR4-NOT complex is more important for the post-transcriptional regulation of hairy-related mRNAs than the decapping of mRNA by Dcp2 in the zebrafish segmentation clock.
Transgenic embryos revealed that EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR and EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNAs are labile compared with EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR mRNAs Next, we examined how the half-lives of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs are regulated. The current study revealed that the deadenylation by CCR4-NOT deadenylase has a major impact on the regulation of instability of hairyrelated mRNAs in zebrafish segmentation clock. These results prompted us to compare the effects of 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6 on their mRNA stability. Indeed, 3
0 UTRs often contain a regulatory sequence(s) that influences the turnover of mRNAs [22, 39, 40] . In our previous study, by isolating the transgenic line Tg(hes6: EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR), we showed that a reporter gene fused to the hes6 3 0 UTR driven by a PSM-specific hes6 enhancer and hsp70l promoter recapitulates a posterioranterior expression gradient of hes6 [26] . To precisely compare the effects of her1, her7, and hes6 3 0 UTRs on mRNA turnover, we generated additional transgenic lines, Tg(hes6:EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR) and Tg(hes6:EGFPher7 3 0 UTR), that possesses EGFP fused to the her1 3 0 UTR or her7 3 0 UTR under the control of a hes6 enhancer (Fig. 4A) . In both Tg(hes6:EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR) and Tg(hes6:EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR), at least two transgenic lines were isolated from different founder fish and EGFP signals were similarly observed in the PSM and tailbud. By using three transgenic lines, mRNA instability mediated by the 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6 was compared. First, by heat-shock treatment using the hsp70l promoter, EGFP-3 0 UTR mRNAs were ubiquitously induced in Tg(hes6:EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR), Tg (hes6:EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR), and Tg(hes6:EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR) embryos at the 10-12-somite stage (Fig. S2) , and then, decay of the induced EGFP-3 0 UTR mRNA was analyzed (Fig. 4B) . Quantitative PCR revealed that EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR mRNA was more slowly degraded than was EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR or EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNA, and that the turnover of EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNA was faster than that of EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR mRNA (Fig. 4C) . Next, to compare the effects of the 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6 on mRNA turnover in the PSM, the distribution of each of the EGFP-3 0 UTR transcripts was examined in detail in Tg(hes6:EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR), Tg(hes6:EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR), and Tg(hes6:EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR) embryos at the 10-12-somite stage. Since our previous study showed that the hes6 3 0 UTR, with the combinatorial function with hes6 enhancer, exhibited a posterior-anterior expression gradient in the PSM [26] , we presumed that the distribution of each reporter gene mRNA along the anteroposterior axis correlates with the mRNA half-lives mediated by the 3 0 UTR of hairy-related genes. Staining the transgenic embryos using an EGFP antisense probe confirmed that the EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR and EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNAs exhibited a posterior-anterior expression gradient in the PSM (Fig. 4D) , as was observed in Tg(hes6: EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR) embryos [26] . Careful measurement of the distance from the posterior tip of the tailbud to the anterior extremity of EGFP mRNA expression domains revealed that the distributions of EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR and EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNAs were restricted more posterior in the PSM in comparison with the distribution of EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR mRNA (Fig. 4D,E) . In addition, the distribution of EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNA appeared to be confined to the more posterior region compared with that of EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR mRNAs (Fig. 4D,E) , suggesting that different mRNA turnover of reporter genes mediated by the 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6. Finally, to investigate whether the 3 0 UTR alone is able to confer short poly(A) tails as was observed in endogenous mRNAs, we analyzed the poly(A) tail length of reporter gene mRNAs by the PAT assay. We found that EGFP-her7 3 0 UTR mRNAs possessed short poly(A) tails (Fig. 4F,G ), which were similar to endogenous her7 mRNA (Fig. 1B) . It should be noted that we could not detect specific amplifications for EGFP-her1 3 0 UTR and EGFP-hes6 3 0 UTR mRNAs by the PAT assay, which was performed with a sense primer binding to the end of EGFP ORF. This is possibly because the PAT assay favors the small amplicons (150-300-bp in length) and lengths of her1 and hes6 3 0 UTRs are larger than that of her7 3 0 UTR. Taken together, our findings demonstrate that the 3 0 UTRs of hairy-related mRNAs confer a major influence on their distinct mRNA instability in the PSM of zebrafish embryos, and that the mRNA decay of reporter genes mediated by the 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs is essentially similar to the turnover of endogenous mRNAs predicted by the PAT assay (Fig. 1C) .
Discussion
Since somite segmentation occurs rapidly every 30 min in the zebrafish [24] , mRNAs transcribed from genes involved in the segmentation clock are expected to be characterized by high rates of turnover. In this study, we provide the first molecular evidence showing that the poly(A) tails of zebrafish her1 and her7 mRNAs are short (Fig. 1) , strengthening the idea that mRNAs of the cyclic genes in the segmentation clock have short half-lives. Although the degradation of mRNA generally proceeds from both 5 0 and 3 0 ends, our study demonstrates that the shortening of poly(A) tails by the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex contributes substantially to the post-transcriptional regulation of hairy-related mRNAs compared with the decapping by Dcp2 in zebrafish segmentation clock. This observation is consistent with the differential contributions of the two decay machineries to maternal mRNA decay [23] . By using transgenic embryos, mRNAs derived from reporter genes fused to the 3 0 UTRs of her1, her7, and hes6 essentially recapitulated the turnover of endogenous transcripts predicted by the PAT assay (Fig. 4) . In addition, the her7 3 0 UTR was sufficient to confer the short poly(A) tail of EGFP mRNAs as was observed in endogenous her7 transcripts (Fig. 4F,G) . Thus, the results suggest that the 3 0 UTR exerts a major effect on turnover rates possibly through the recruitment of CCR4-NOT deadenylase and thereby confers distinct turnover rates of these hairy-related mRNAs.
The functional importance of the 3 0 UTR in oscillatory gene expression in the segmentation clock has been described in several species [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . We currently do not know how the 3 0 UTR of these hairyrelated genes mediates distinct turnover rates in the zebrafish PSM. The 3 0 UTR frequently possesses a variety of cis-acting regulatory elements that are specifically recognized by trans-acting factors such as RNAbinding proteins and microRNAs [22, 40] . Recently, zebrafish pnrc2, which is involved in nonsense mRNA decay, was shown to mediate 3 0 UTR-dependent mRNA clearance of cyclic genes [18] , suggesting that Pnrc2 may participate in the control of different turnover rates of her1, her7, and hes6 mRNAs with the CCR4-NOT complex. It should also be considered that other mechanisms may be involved. AU-rich elements, which are the most common regulatory elements observed in the 3 0 UTR, are defined by their ability to promote rapid deadenylation-dependent mRNA decay [22] . We noticed that the 3 0 UTRs of her1 and her7 include more AT-rich sequences, possibly containing putative AU-rich elements, than the 3 0 UTR of hes6. In addition, a recent study revealed that 3 0 UTR length with codon usage determines the stability of maternal mRNAs [25] , suggesting that the different lengths of 3 0 UTRs in her1 and her7 may be involved in the different turnover rates. It remains to be determined in the future whether such different features of the 3 0 UTRs contribute to the different turnover rates of hairy-related mRNAs.
In conclusion, consistent with the mathematical model of the zebrafish segmentation clock, which predicts that rapid mRNA degradation is an important factor in the generation of the oscillatory expression [6], our results unveiled a part of the molecular mechanisms by which the CCR4-NOT complex-mediated deadenylation of hairy-related mRNAs, possibly through their 3 0 UTR, might play an essential role in the generation of the periodical expression of cyclic genes in the zebrafish segmentation clock. Since the poly(A) tail length also influences the translation efficiency of mRNA [22, 41] , it would be interesting to elucidate how the amounts of Her1, Her7, and Hes6 proteins are regulated by the CCR4-NOT deadenylase complex in the zebrafish segmentation clock.
proteins in the zebrafish segmentation clock. 
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